
05 USE OF ENGLISH (Student's Book pp50–51)
ancestor n /ˈænsestə(r)/ PREDOK a person in your family who lived a long time ago

Our ancestors came to the village about 200 years ago.
anthropologist n /ˌænθrəˈpɒlədʒɪst/ ANTROPOLÓG a person who studies the human race, esp. its origins, development, customs 
canoe n /kəˈnuː/ KANOE a light narrow boat which you move along in the water with a paddle
century n /ˈsentʃəri/ STOROČIE a period of 100 years
challenge n /ˈtʃælɪndʒ/ VÝZVA a new or difficult task that tests sb’s ability and skill

an exciting challenge
climate n /ˈklaɪmət/ PODNEBIE the regular pattern of weather conditions of a particular place

the threat of global climate change
colonise v /ˈkɒlənaɪz/ KOLONIZOVAŤ to take control of an area or a country that is not your own and send people from 

your own country to live there      Spain colonised many parts of South America.
completion n /kəmˈpliːʃn/ UKONČENIE the state of being finished and complete

Students are given a certificate for satisfactory completion of the course.
continent n /ˈkɒntɪnənt/ KONTINENT one of the large land masses of the earth such as Europe, Asia or Africa
crop n /krɒp/ PLODINA a plant that is grown in large quantities, esp. as food

Coffee is a crop that doesn’t grow in cold climates.
daring adj /ˈdeərɪŋ/ ODVÁŽNY brave; willing to do dangerous or unusual things
debate n /dɪˈbeɪt/ DEBATA an argument or discussion expressing different opinions

a heated debate about taxes
windy adj /ˈwɪndi/ VETERNÝ (of weather, etc.) with a lot of wind    a windy day
voyage n /ˈvɔɪɪdʒ/ PLAVBA a long journey, esp. by sea or in space
volcano n /vɒlˈkeɪnəʊ/ SOPKA a mountain with a large opening at the top through which gases and lava are forced 

out into the air, or have been in the past  Mount Etna is a volcano in Sicily, which 
is still active.

territory n /ˈterətri/ ÚZEMIE land that is under the control of a particular country or ruler
tear
(tore, torn)

v /teə(r)/ ROZTRHAŤ to damage by pulling something apart  Tear a page out of your notebook and leave  
a note for Helen.



decade n /ˈdekeɪd/ DEKÁDA a period of ten years, esp. a period such as 1910−1919 or 1990−1999
distinctly adv /dɪˈstɪŋktli/ JASNE Clearly  I distinctly heard May say she’s never been abroad.
enter v /ˈentə(r)/ VSTÚPIŤ to come or go into sth    Knock before you enter.
excite v /ɪkˈsaɪt/ VZRUŠIŤ to make sb feel a particular emotion    The news about new taxes excited criticism from 

taxpayers.
expedition n /ˌekspəˈdɪʃn/ EXPEDÍCIA a journey for a special purpose usually to discover sth
fern n /fɜːn/ PAPRADIE a plant with large delicate leaves and no flowers that grows in wet areas
fjord n /ˈfjɔːd/ FJORD a long narrow strip of sea between high cliffs
geology n /dʒiˈɒlədʒi/ GEOLÓGIA the origin and history of the rocks and soil of a particular area
glacier n /ˈɡlæsiə(r)/ ĽADOVEC a large mass of ice that moves very slowly down a valley
growth n /ɡrəʊθ/ RAST (of people, animals or plants) the process of growing   Remove dead leaves to  

encourage growth.
hurt 
(hurt, hurt)

v /hɜːt/ ZRANIŤ to cause physical pain to sb/yourself   He hurt his back playing tennis.

incredibly adv /ɪnˈkredəbli/ NEUVERITEĽNE in a way that is very difficult to believe    Incredibly, she had no idea what was going  
on.

land v /lænd/ PRISTÁŤ to arrive somewhere in a plane or a boat   The astronauts will be landing on the moon 
in three hours from now.

landmass n /ˈlændmæs/ PEVNINA a large area of land, for example a continent
majestic adj /məˈdʒestɪk/ MAJESTÁTNY impressive because of size or beauty  a majestic castle
Maori n, /ˈmaʊri/ MAORI a member of a race of people who were the original people living in New Zealand
migration n /maɪˈɡreɪʃn/ MIGRÁCIA the movement of large numbers of people, birds or animals from one place to another
mining n /ˈmaɪnɪŋ/ ŤAŽBA the process of getting coal and other minerals from under the ground

Diamond mining is a major industry in South Africa.
over adv /ˈəʊvə(r)/ SKONČENÉ Ended   By the time we arrived the meeting was over.
party n /ˈpɑːti/ SKUPINA a group of people who are doing sth together such as travelling or visiting somewhere

The school is taking a party of 40 children to Russia.
peak n /piːk/ VRCHOL the pointed top of a mountain
permanent adj /ˈpɜːmənənt/ TRVALÝ lasting for a long time   a permanent job
Polynesian adj /ˌpɒləˈniʒən/ POLYNÉZSKY sb from Polynesia, a large grouping of over 1,000 islands in the Pacific Ocean
prevent v /prɪˈvent/ PREDCHÁDZAŤ to stop sb from doing sth
purpose n /ˈpɜːpəs/ ÚČEL aim, intention  The purpose of this course is to teach students the basic principles of  



Chemistry.
remarkable adj /rɪˈmɑːkəbl/ POZORUHODNÝ unusual or surprising in a way that causes people to take notice

Lucy has made remarkable progress in the spring term.
remote adj /rɪˈməʊt/ VZDIALENÝ far away from where people live
rest v /rest/ ODDYCHOVAŤ to relax or do nothing after a period of activity or illness
ring v /rɪŋ/ VOLAŤ to telephone sb/sth
separate adj /ˈseprət/ ODDELENÝ not joined to anything
settler n /ˈsetlə(r)/ USADLÍK a person who goes to live in a new country or region
sign of (sth) n /saɪn əv (sth)/ ZNAK an event, an action, a fact, etc. that shows that sb/sth exists, is happening or may 

happen in the future   There is no sign of John anywhere.
snow-capped adj /snəʊ kæpt/ ZASNEŽENÝ (of mountains and hills) covered with snow on top   Literary use.
stretch v /stretʃ/ ROZPRESTIERAŤ 

SA
to spread over an area of land   Fields and hills stretched out as far as we could see.

survive v /səˈvaɪv/ PREŽIŤ to continue to live or exist   Of the six people injured in the crash, only two survived.


